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1. **Structure, index terms, original contributions**

1.1 Thesis’s structure

The dissertation comprises theoretical and experimental aspects of two actual optimization problems from Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) domain, specifically regarding the data ordering and compaction. *Data Ordering Problem* (DOP), *Data Ordering Problem with Inversion* (DOPI) and *Data Compaction Problem* (DCP) are NP-hard.

After the first introdutory chapter, the next two chapters contain basis aspects regarding the optimization problems and the evolutionary computation.

The fourth chapter comprises aspects, methods and numerical experiments for Data Ordering Problem with and without Inversion. An important aim of circuit design is the reduction of the power dissipation. Power consumption of digital circuits is closely related to switching activity. Due to the
increase in the usage of battery driven devices (e.g., PDAs, laptops), the low power aspect became one of the main issues in circuit design in recent years. In this context, the Data Ordering Problem with and without Inversion is very important. Data words have to be ordered and (eventually) negated in order to minimize the total number of bit transitions. These problems have several applications, like instruction scheduling, compiler optimization, sequencing of test patterns, or cache write-back. Useful applications of the problems are found also in computational biology. The author proposes some new efficient approaches, among them also three evolutionary ones and new genetic operators. There are proposed: an efficient greedy algorithms Greedy Min Simplified – GMS_DOPI [Log06c, Log08d, Log09a], two evolutionary algorithms MUT_DOPI (evolutionary algorithm with mutation) and GA_DOPI (hybrid genetic algorithm) [Log06a], a parallel genetic algorithm using the new technology MapReduce – Map Reduce Parallel Genetic Algorithm – MRPGA_DOPI [Log10c]. The new proposed genetic operators – Simple Cycle Inversion Operator (SCIM), Cycle PMX (CPMX) and Cycle OX (COX) [Log06a] – are used in the algorithms MUT_DOPI and GA_DOPI. The third approach is distributed using the MapReduce paradigm and it is the most efficient one regarding the quality of the results. Additionally, it is capable to work with large input data. There are offered also the results from series of various experiments, as tables, graphics and statistical tests, which compare the proposed methods with the present ones and certify their efficiency. The author offers also a research Open Source project, available on: http://dopisolver.sourceforge.net/.

The fifth chapter presents algorithms and results regarding the Data Compaction Problem. In this chapter are proposed some original algorithms for solving this problem, specifically the Test Compaction Problem (TCP). This is also NP-hard. Beside issues like the low power dissipation and the increase of defect coverage, test compaction is an important requirement regarding large scale integration (LSI) testing. The overall cost of a VLSI circuit’s testing depends on the length of its test sequence; therefore the reduction of this sequence, keeping the coverage, will lead to a reduction of used resources in the testing process. In this paper we study test vectors over a five-valued logic. The problem of finding minimal test sets is NP-complete. Consequently, an optimal algorithm has limited practical use and is only applicable to small problem instances. The proposed algorithms are two greedy ones, Greedy Naive Algorithm (GRNV_TCP) and Greedy Binary Tree Algorithm (GRBT_TCP) [Log08a, Log08e], an evolutionary one Genetic Algorithm Test Compaction (GA_TCP) [Log08b, Log09c] and a distributed evolutionary algorithm using the new technology MapReduce MapReduce Parallel Evolutionary Algorithm (MRPEA_TCP) [Log10b]. There is also offered a research Open Source project, available on: http://dcpsolver.sourceforge.net/.
The sixth and the last chapter of this dissertation contain conclusions and directions for future work, followed by a bibliographical list. This list comprises over 130 sources used in the thesis elaboration.

The thesis is ending with four appendixes which contain instructions referring to the use of the Open Source projects, as well as some larger sets of experiments for the both problems DOPI and TCP.

1.2 Index terms

Index terms used in thesis: NP-hard problems, digital circuit design, Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI), Computer Aided Design (CAD), Backtracking, Greedy, graph theory, complexity, evolutionary computation, Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), Set Covering Problem (SCP), low power, transition, total number of transitions, Greedy Min (GM), Greedy Min Simplified (GMS), genetic algorithms, evolutionary algorithms, distributed algorithms, distributed genetic algorithms, genetic operators, mutation operators, crossover operators, search operators, evaluation function, fitness, selection, MapReduce technology, Map and Reduce functions, Apache Hadoop, Open Source projects, Data Ordering Problem (DOP), Data Ordering Problem with Inversion (DOPI), Test Compaction Problem (TCP), computational biology, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), random algorithms, exact algorithm, optimal algorithms, optimization, statistical tests, student-t, $H_0$ hypothesis, numerical experiments, lower bound, Partially Mapped Crossover (PMX), Cycle PMX (CPMX), Ordered Crossover (OX), Cycle OX (COX), Don’t Care symbol, bus-invert paradigm, compaction factor, compaction rate, dopiSolver, depSolver.

1.3 Original contributions and publications

DOP and DOPI refer to an important aspect regarding the optimization of the energy dissipation in the integrated circuits, DCP the optimization of testing process. For the both problems are offered various algorithms, also some ideas for future work. Among the proposed approaches there are also efficient distributed algorithms using the MapReduce technology. The analyzed problems are interdisciplinary extended to the computational biology domain, for example regarding the ordering and compaction of DNA molecules. Suggestive results regarding this domain sustained graphically and by specific notes are presented in two papers for the international conference BICS 2008. Extended versions for them are published in the American Institute of Physics journal.

These results were presented among international conferences like EvoHOT 2006, ROSYCS 2006, ISMVL 2006, DAS 2008 and BICS 2008. Original contributions exposed in thesis:
Formalization of specific problems from VLSI-CAD: DOP, DOPI and DCP (4.2, 4.3, 5.2, 5.3);

GMS_DOPI: a new greedy algorithm [Log06c] – (local search) for DOPI, with better results than the used one in the industry – Greedy Min (4.5.4);

MUT_DOPI: a simple evolutionary algorithm with mutation for DOP/DOPI, which leads to enhancements towards all greedy methods, using a new mutation operator SCIM [Log06a] (4.6.1);

GA_DOPI: an efficient genetic algorithm for DOP/DOPI, using two new crossover operators Cycle PMX and Cycle OX [Log06a] (4.6.2);

MRPGA_DOPI: a distributed genetic algorithm for DOP/DOPI using the MapReduce technology [Log10c] (4.6.3);

experimental results for validate the enhancements brought by the grade of freedom of DOPI regarding DOP. The DOPI greedy methods vs. DOPI ones, the greedy methods vs. GA_DOPI and MRPGA_DOPI algorithms [Log06a, Log06c, Log08d, Log09a, Log10c] (4.6.3);

statistical tests for comparing the greedy methods against evolutionary ones for DOP/DOPI [Log06a] (4.7);

GRNV_DCP and GRBT_DCP: two greedy algorithms for DCP [Log08a, Log08e, Log09b] (5.7);

GA_DCP: an efficient genetic algorithm for DCP [Log08b, Log09c] (5.8);

MRPGA_DCP: a parallel genetic algorithm for DCP using MapReduce [Log10b] (5.9);

experiments and charts for comparing the proposed approaches in pairs [Log08a, Log08b, Log09b, Log09c, Log10b] (5.10);

statistical tests for comparing greedy methods against the evolutionary ones for [Log10b, Log10c] (5.10);

dopiSolver and dcpsolver: research frameworks for DOP/DOPI and DCP, for executing/extending the various algorithms: http://dopisolver.sourceforge.net and http://dcpsolver.sourceforge.net;

future work and new research directions for both problems (4.9, 5.11).

A list with publications explicitly referring the two optimization problems is given below.

Books:


Papers for international conferences:


Journals, magazines:


For solving DOP/DOPI and DCP were realized Open Source projects, available on 

These frameworks are flexible and offer extension facilities with new approaches for the problems. The appendixes contain the usage instructions for the projects dopiSolver and dcpSolver from the server sourceforge.net, as well as detailed sets of experiments.
Fig. 1.2. [http://sourceforge.net/projects/dcpsolver/](http://sourceforge.net/projects/dcpsolver/)
MapReduce

2.1 MapReduce Paradigm

The MapReduce technology is a distributed programming model introduced by Google. With this model the user specifies the calculation with help of two functions, Map and Reduce [Dea08, Eka08, Jin08, Llo10].

Fig. 2.1. MapReduce dataflow
The MapReduce technology uses these two abstractions, Map and Reduce, for allowing the development of large scale distributed applications, if these applications permit it. Conceptual, the functions Map and Reduce offered by user must have the form:

\[
\text{Map}(k_1, v_1) \rightarrow \text{List}(k_2, v_2) \\
\text{Reduce}(k_2, \text{List}(v_2)) \rightarrow \text{List}(v_3)
\]

The Map calls are distributed among more machines by automated partitioning of the input data. Subsets of input data are parallel processed on different machines. The Reduce calls are also distributed by using a partitioning function.

### 2.2 Advantages of using Apache Hadoop

*Hadoop MapReduce* is a batch data processing system for running applications which process vast amounts of data in parallel, in a reliable and fault-tolerant manner on large clusters of compute nodes, eventually running on commodity hardware. It comes with status and monitoring tools and offers a clean abstraction model for programming supporting automatic parallelization and distribution.

A MapReduce *job* splits the input data into independent chunks (splits) which are then processed by the *map tasks* in a completely parallel manner. The framework sorts the maps’ outputs and forward them as input to the *reduce tasks*.

*Hadoop* comes with a distributed file system (HDFS) that creates multiple replicas of data blocks and distributes them on compute nodes throughout the cluster to enable reliable, extremely rapid computations. The compute nodes and the storage nodes are typically the same. This allows the framework to effectively schedule tasks on the nodes where data is already present, resulting in very high aggregate rate across the cluster.

The MapReduce framework consists of a single master *JobTracker* and one slave *TaskTracker* per compute node. The master is responsible for scheduling the tasks for the map- and reduce-operations on the slaves, monitoring them and re-executing the failed tasks. The slaves execute the tasks, as directed by the master.

The applications specify the input/output locations, supply *map* and *reduce* functions and eventually invariant (contextual) data. These comprise the *job configuration*. The Hadoop *job client* then submits the job (java byte code packed in jar-archive) and configuration to the *JobTracker* which then distributes them to the slaves; schedules the map-/reduce- tasks and monitors them, providing status and diagnostic information to the *job client*. 
Besides some already existing approaches, the author proposed new algorithms for the both problems DOP and DOPI, among them three evolutionary ones, as well as new genetic operators. There are proposed a new efficient greedy algorithms – *Greedy Min Simplified* – GMS_DOPI [Log06c, Log08d, Log09a], two undistributed evolutionary algorithms MUT_DOPI (evolutionary algorithm with mutation) and GA_DOPI (hybrid genetic algorithm) [Log06a], a parallel genetic algorithms using the MapReduce paradigm – *Map Reduce Parallel Genetic Algorithm* – MRPGA_DOPI [Log10c]. The new proposed genetic operators – *Simple Cycle Inversion Operator* (SCIM), *Cycle PMX* (CPMX) and *Cycle OX* (COX) [Log06a] – are used in the algorithms MUT_DOPI and GA_DOPI. The distributed genetic approach is the best one regarding the quality of the results. In addition, it is capable to deal with large data inputs. There are also offered many-sided experiments results, in form of tables, charts and statistical tests, which compare and certify their efficiency. The author offers as well a research Open Source project, available at [http://dopisolver.sourceforge.net/](http://dopisolver.sourceforge.net/).

### 3.1 The Description of the problems DOP and DOPI

**Definition 3.1.** A *transition* is the position of a bit which change, i.e. two binar sequences are different on the same position.

**Definition 3.2.** We denote as the *inversion (complementation)* of a binary word the operation which changes every bit with its negation (complementation - 0 → 1, 1 → 0). We denote with \( \overline{w} \) the inversed (complemented) word for \( w \).

**Definition 3.3.** *Number of transitions*. If a word \( w_r \) is transmitted immediately followed by \( w_s \), the *number of transitions* is given by the number of bits that change. This is:

\[
d(w_r, w_s) = \sum_{j=1}^{l} w_{rj} \oplus w_{sj}
\]  

(3.1)

Here, the \( w_{rj} \) denotes the \( j^{th} \) bit of \( w_r \), and \( \oplus \) the XOR operation.
The number of transitions is, in fact, the Hamming distance between \( w_r \) and \( w_s \). Word reordering can change the number of transitions significantly.

**Definition 3.4. Total number of transitions.** The **total number of transitions** is the sum of number of transitions needed for the transmission of all the words. It is denoted with \( N_T \). If \( \sigma \) is a permutation of \( \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \), then the total number of transitions will be:

\[
N_T = \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} d(w_{\sigma(j)}, w_{\sigma(j+1)})
\]  

(3.2)

*Examples: \( w = 10110001, \overline{\text{w}} = 01001110 \) and \( \overline{10110} = 01001 \).

For the problem **DOPI (DOP with Inversion)** we allow that some words are inverted by receiver.

**Definition 3.5. Phase-assignment.** The **phase-assignment** (polarity) \( \delta \) is a function defined on \( \{1, \ldots, n\} \) with values in \( \{0, 1\} \), which specify if a word is sent normal or complemented (negated, inverted).

**Definition 3.6. DOP.** Find a permutation \( \sigma \) of the bit strings \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \) such that the total number of transitions:

\[
N_T = \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} d(w_{\sigma(j)}, w_{\sigma(j+1)})
\]

(3.3)

is minimized.

**Definition 3.7. DOPI.** Find a permutation \( \sigma \) and a phase-assigment \( \delta \) of the bit strings \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n \) such that the total number of transitions:

\[
N_T = \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} d(w_{\delta(j)}, w_{\delta(j+1)})
\]

(3.4)

is minimized.

The problems DOP and DOPI are NP-hard. Generally, if there are considered sequences with the same length, the Hamming distance for pairs of them gives the total number of dissimilarities. We denote the generalizations of these problems also with DOP and DOPI. There is given a set of \( n \) sequences with the same length \( k \) over an alphabet \( \mathcal{A} \). In the case of DOPI is given also a permutation of length \( k \), which denotes the inversion (complementation) function. It is asked to find a permutation of the words (in the case of DOPI also an assignation of them) which minimizes the total number of dissimilarities (transitions).
3.2 Previous research

In the past few years some heuristics were developed for both DOP and DOPI (most of them in relation with the TSP problem):

1. *Double Spanning Tree* (DST) [Gar79]
2. *Spanning Tree/Minimum Matching* (ST-MM) [Gar79]
3. *Greedy Min* (GM) [Mur97]
4. *Greedy Simple* (GS) [Dre97]
5. *Evolutionary Heuristics* [Dre03]

The most powerful polynomial heuristic known so far is *Greedy Min* and it can be applied to both DOP/DOPI:

1) Computes the Hamming distance for all (distinct) pairs of given words and selects the pair with a minimum cost.

2) Chooses the most convenient pair of words. The beginning sequence will contain these two words.

3) Builds progressively the sequence, adding in every step of the most convenient word (that was not yet added). This word can be added either at the beginning or at the end of the sequence, depending where the Hamming distance is minimal.

The EAs are the best algorithms regarding the quality of results. Such evolutionary approaches provide better results than the above-presented *Greedy Min*, but with significantly more time resources. EAs which perform high-quality optimizations are presented in [Dre97], [Dre03]. In [Dre03] are presented evolutionary algorithms for both DOP and DOPI. For DOPI the mutation and crossover operators are applied in parallel for creating new individuals. This is also a hybrid EA, since the initial individuals are preprocessed using greedy methods. The results provided by the EA are better than the *Greedy Min* results, but the maximal number of words is 100.

In [Mur98] a graph theory related model for DOPI is introduced, together with a relevant graph theoretic background. For a DOPI instance with \( n \) words, each of length \( k \), a multigraph can be created accordingly. The vertices are the words, if they are in the same phase-assignment (either both 0 or both 1), then the distance between them is the same. Also, if they are in different phase-assignment, the distance remains the same. There are two edges between two vertices (one if the words are in the same phase, one for the case if they are transmitted in different phases). In this manner DOPI is transformed in the equivalent NP-complete problem of finding the Hamiltonian path with the minimum length.
3.3 The algorithms RAN, EX and LB for DOP and DOPI

RAN is the simplest heuristic for generating start solution candidates for such problems. The algorithm \textit{random} (RAN) for DOP generates a random permutation and return it, together with the related cost. For DOPI it will be generated a permutation and a bit string representing the assignation [Log06a, Log07c].

The simplest optimal algorithm for DOP/DOPI is based on the exhaustive search. It runs through all the permutations (assignations) and retains the one with minimum cost. This algorithm can be improved using dynamic programming variations, \textit{branch-and-bound} or \textit{linear programming}. For testing some basis cases there are implemented variants using \textit{brute-force}.

The exact algorithm for DOP, EX, generates all permutations and keeps the first with a minimum cost. The one for DOPI generates all possible permutation-assignation pairs and retains the first with minimum cost [Log06a, Log07c].

The lower-bound algorithm uses the minimal spanning tree und proves to be very useful for evaluating the efficiency of the proposed greedy and evolutionary algorithms.

3.4 The algorithm Greedy Min Simplified (GMS)

The algorithm \textit{Greedy Min Simplified} (GMS) [Log06c, Log08d, Log09a] works, as well as \textit{Greedy Min} [Mur97], for both problems, DOP and DOPI. The distinction is that, at every step, adding a new word is allowed only at an end of the sequence (with the possibility to complement some words). The explanation is that one spares time by testing only one ending and the performances are very near \textit{Greedy Min}, even better for large data sets. For the transmission operation (by dynamic testing or among Internet), the time is a very important factor.

3.5 The algorithms MUT and GA for DOP and DOPI

MUT\_DOPI [Log06a] is a simple approach which operates only on one single individual (initialized with \textit{Greedy Min}). There is proposed a new mutation operator, \textit{Simple Cycle Inversion Mutation} (SCIM) [Log06a], which is applied together with \textit{Simple Inversion Mutation} (SIM) [Hol75]. This algorithm accomplishes enhancements in a short execution time.

GA\_DOPI [Log06a] provides enhancements using the classical scheme of the hybrid genetic algorithms. The genetic operators are synchronously applied for permutation and bit string, with the scope to keep the good trait of the individuals. On the individuals from the current population are applied the mutation and crossover operators with a given probability, and the best \textit{populationSize} individuals are kept in the selection phase. The total number of transitions from the formula (3.2) is used to measure the objective function for an individual:
The crossover operators used by the evolutionary algorithm and lead to the quality results are the classical Partially-Mapped Crossover – PMX [Gol85], Ordered Crossover – OX [Dav85] and two derived ones proposed by the author: Cycle PMX (CPMX) [Log06a] and Cycle OX (COX) [Log06a]. They are alike with the 2-opt move, with the difference that the sequence is inversed between the cut points. As operators, there are used the operators SIM and SCIM. The parameter settings are chosen by experiments. Because the genetic algorithm is applied for different data, from very small to very large, it becomes necessary to adapt these parameters.

### 3.6 The distributed parallel algorithm MRPGA for DOP and DOPI

It is proposed a parallel distributed algorithm MRPGA_DOPI (MapReduce Parallel Genetic Algorithm) [Log10c] which use the MapReduce technology, the distributed programming model introduced by Google and presented in the previous chapter. We use MapReduce for applying the roulette-wheel method in parallel for more different sets of individuals. Every individual is a pair (permutation, assignation) related to the input data set. The number of the sets of individuals (populations) is given by the total number of individuals divided by the given factor of reduction (reductionFactor). This number represents also the number of Reduce-tasks ran by Hadoop in parallel. In the Map function, for every sequence will be randomly chosen the set of individuals where the selection is done. In the Reduce function, the input key represents the number of the selection set and the input values are the pairs permutation/assignation which constitute the set. There is applied a selection with the roulette-wheel selection and the individuals from the next generation are written as output. After the job termination, the individuals from the new generation are read from their files wrote by the reduction nodes and follow a new ordering step. The implementation MRPGA_DOPI is a Hadoop application wrote in Java. The binary version and the dependent libraries are archived in the file dopiSolver.jar. The driver attached with the archive records the application Hadoop with the name dopi.
**ALGORITHM_MRPGA.DOPI**

Initialize(populationSize)
Initialize(crossoverRate)
Initialize(mutationRate)
Initialize(reductionFactor)
Initialise_GreedyMin_individuals()
Initialise_Greedy1_individuals()
Initialise_Random_individuals()

\[
\text{def MRPGA\_MAP( initialIndex, } \langle \text{permutation, assignation}\rangle) = \{
\]
\[
\quad \text{reductionSetIndex} = \text{random}(0.. \text{reductionFactor}-1)
\]
\[
\quad \text{context.write(reductionSetIndex, } \langle \text{permutation, assignation}\rangle)
\]
\[
\}
\]

\[
\text{def MRPGA\_REDUCE}
\]
\[
(\text{reductionSetIndex}, \text{Iterable}\langle \text{pair<permutation, assignation>}\rangle) = \{
\]
\[
\quad \text{Apply\_Crossover\_operators(numCrossovers)};
\]
\[
\quad \text{Apply\_Mutation\_operators(numMutations)};
\]
\[
\quad \text{Calculate\_fitness(allNewIndividuals)};
\]
\[
\quad \text{Remove\_WorstIndividuals(numCrossovers+numMutations)};
\]
\[
\quad \text{for } (\text{pair<new_perm, new_assign> : allNewIndividuals})
\]
\[
\quad \quad \text{context.write}
\]
\[
\quad \quad (\text{reductionSetIndex, pair<new_perm, new_assign>})
\]
\[
\}
\]

\[
\text{for } (i \leftarrow 1; i \leq \text{numGenerations}; \text{ step 1}) \text{ execute}
\]
\[
\quad \text{job} \leftarrow \text{NewJob(MRPGA\_MAP, MRPGA\_REDUCE)}
\]
\[
\quad \text{job.configuration.set(populationHDFSPath)}
\]
\[
\quad \text{job.configuration.set_crossoverRate())}
\]
\[
\quad \text{job.configuration.set_mutationRate())}
\]
\[
\quad \text{job.configuration.setNumReduceTasks(reductionFactor)}
\]
\[
\quad \text{job.submit\_and\_wait}
\]
\[
\quad \text{collect\_new\_population}
\]

**END_ALGORITHM_MRPGA.DOPI**

Fig. 3.1. Pseudo code for MRPGA.DOPI.
3.7 Numerical experiments and statistical tests

The numerical experiments are concentrated on DOPI variant, which leads to better results than the DOP one (because the freedom grade in choosing the assignation). This freedom paradigm increases considerably the complexity of the problem. The test program initializes random instances with a uniform distribution for every given pair \((n, k)\): \(n\) sequences, every of length \(k\). For these instances are applied the presented algorithms.

![Fig. 3.3.](image)

**Fig. 3.3.** Values RAN–EX, GMS–EX, GM–EX and LB–EX for the parameters \(n=9\), \(k=500, 1000, \ldots, 10000\).
3.4. Values GM–GMS (left) and execution times (sec., right) for 1000 experiments, $n = 1000, 1500..7000, k = 50, 100..1000$. The positive values left represent more efficient results for GMS. The execution time for GMS is considerably smaller than the one for GM.

![Graph](image1)

![Graph](image2)

Fig. 3.5. Medians of all values GM_DOPI and MRPGA_DOPI and statistical student-t tests which certify the superiority of the method MRPGA_DOPI against GM_DOPI with a probability 0.999. Used parameters: 50 runs, $n=100, k=200$ (left), 5000 (right).

The thesis contains numerous experiments and statistical tests for comparing the proposed algorithms in pairs, the quality of their results, as well as the execution time.

3.8 Conclusions and future work

Beside other algorithms, we presented here two greedy approaches and three evolutionary ones. The algorithms random, optimal and lower bound helped on framing the quality of the results. One of the greedy approaches (GMS) is new and it proves to be very efficient, especially for large data inputs. The evolutionary approaches are recommended when the focus is the quality of the results and the time/space resources are irrelevant. One of the future work proposals could be the profitable combination of these techniques and testing them on extended experiments scenarios, many-sided also from the distribution of the input data point of view. The evolutionary algorithm MRPGA_DOPI is the best with respect of the quality of the results. Due the use of the MapReduce technology, it can be used also with large data sets, which is a real advantage for the applications in the industrial field.
Data Compaction Problem

In this chapter the author proposes a set of original algorithms for solving the Test Compaction Problem (TCP). This important problem is NP-hard and refers the activity of testing digital circuits, playing an important role in their design. There are proposed two greedy algorithms Greedy Naive Algorithm (GRNV_TCP) and Greedy Binary Tree Algorithm (GRBT_TCP) [Log08a, Log08e], an efficient evolutionary algorithm Genetic Algorithm Test Compaction (GA_TCP) [Log08b, Log09c] and a distributed evolutionary algorithm based on the new technology MapReduce – MapReduce Parallel Evolutionary Algorithm (MRPEA_TCP) [Log10b]. Additionally, there is also offered a scientific project Open Source available on: http://dcpsolver.sourceforge.net/.

4.1 Problem Description TCP

Definition 4.1. Compaction Set—CS. Every test is seen as a string which contains characters from the set CS = {‘0’, ‘1’, ‘U’, ‘Z’, ‘X’}. ‘X’ is the “Don’t Care” characters.

Definition 4.2. Compatible characters and merge-operation. Two characters c1 and c2 are compatible if they are the same or if one of them is ‘X’. We will denote this relation with ‘≅’ and its negation with ‘≆’.

Definition 4.3. Compatible tests and merge operation. Two given tests are compatible if they have the same length and all corresponding characters (the same position) in pairs are compatible. The merged test is obtained by substituting every character sequentially with the merged character from the corresponding position in the two given strings. We will denote this relation also with ‘≅’ and its negation with ‘≆’. 
Definition 4.4. **Coverage Set.** For two given sets of tests $S_1 = \{t_{11}, t_{12}, \ldots, t_{1i}\}$ and $S_2 = \{t_{21}, t_{22}, \ldots, t_{2j}\}$, $S_2$ is a coverage set of $S_1$ if for every test $t$ in $S_1$ there is a compatible one in $S_2$.

Definition 4.5. **Test Compaction Problem (TCP):** Given a set of tests $S_1 = \{t_{11}, t_{12}, \ldots, t_{1i}\}$, every test $t_{1k}$, for $k=1, \ldots, i$, has the same length. Find a coverage set $S_2 = \{t_{21}, t_{22}, \ldots, t_{2j}\}$ of $S_1$, such that the cardinality of $S_2$ (number of elements) is minimal over all coverage sets of $S_1$.

The DNA sequence compaction problem is the same as the one of VLSI circuit’s testing; only the characters’ alphabet is different. We will name the general problem as the **Data Compaction Problem (DCP):** Given $n$ sequences of length $k$, each of them containing symbols from a given alphabet $\mathcal{A}$ and a symbol ‘$X$’ meaning „Don’t Care”, you need to find a set of compacted sequences that covers the initial one.

### 4.2 Optimal algorithm for TCP

The optimal algorithm uses backtracking. The merge operation is applied on pairs of compatible tests and the algorithm is called recursively over all obtained vectors. The boolean variable $\text{compact}$ verifies if there are compatible pairs, otherwise remains set on $true$. Due to its exponential complexity, this algorithm can be applied in practice only for small dimensions of the problem.

### 4.3 Greedy algorithms GRNV and GRBT for TCP

The author proposed GRNV and GRBT in [Log08a, Log08e, Log09b]. The transformation is done over the set of tests and operates only with the processed set. On each step, the first two compatible tests are substituted with the result of their fusion. If there are no more tests found, then current set of tests constitutes the result. The complexity is polynomial $O(n^3)$. An important factor in the execution of the greedy algorithm is the choice of the two compatible tests for fusion. This can influence significantly the quality of the results. There are two possibilities. For the first one the tests are stored in a one-dimensional vector structure and the algorithm fuses the first two compatible tests found. We name this algorithm GRNV – **Greedy Naive**. For the second case it is used a binary search tree where the tests are descending ordered after their number of ‘$X$’ symbols. We name this algorithm GRBT - **Greedy Binary Search Tree**.
4.4 Evolutionary algorithm GATC for TCP

This algorithm is based on the classical scheme of the genetic algorithms, with the difference that the initial population contains clones of the start sequence. The mutations are applied on the current population and the best individuals are kept for the next iteration. After a certain number of iterations, we apply for every individual obtained the greedy algorithm GRBT previous described for obtaining the covering set of compacted tests. The particularity of the algorithm is the initialization phase using clones of the sequences and the final part that uses the greedy method. A candidate solution is a covering for the start sequence. This implies a set of tests which at least a compatible test for each test from the starting set of tests. A population is a set of such candidate solutions. The algorithm applies successively the mutation operators on the population’s individuals, replacing two random compatible tests with the result of their fusion. For the selection function it is used the total number of $X$ symbols:

$$N_X(t_1, t_2, ..., t_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \#X(test_i),$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $\#X()$ is a function that returns the number of ‘$X$’ characters from the input test.

4.5 Distributed evolutionary algorithm MRPEA for TCP

The proposed parallel evolutionary algorithm is based on GATC [7] and uses Hadoop. This is the OpenSource MapReduce [Dea08] framework implementation from Apache. A MapReduce job splits the input data into independent chunks (splits) which are then processed by the map tasks in a completely parallel manner. The framework sorts the maps’ outputs and forward them as input to the reduce tasks.

The parallel evolutionary algorithm runs for a given number of generations. For each generation, it generates a random number of permutations of the “current” set of sequences, splits the set of permutations in several subsets (map operation) and executes GATC [Log08b, Log09c] on each of them during the reduce operation. Afterwards, it collects the best individuals (permutations) resulted on each Reducer node in the cluster and concatenate them. The result constitutes the new set of sequences for the next generation. A MapReduce job splits the input data into independent chunks (splits), which are then processed by the map tasks in a completely parallel manner. The framework sorts the maps’ outputs and forwards them as input to the reduce tasks. The map operation associates for each generated permutation a subset index between 0 and reductionFactor–1 randomly, as output key. This index represents the partition for reduction. In the Shuffle & Sort phase, the sequences get sorted after their indices, and each reducer node receives and executes GATC in one call over its subset of sequences having the same index. The Hadoop application for DCP is available as the Open Source project “dcpSolver” on sourceforge.net. The Java binary application and its dependent libraries
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are archived in “dcpSolver.jar”. The archive's entry point (dcsolver.DcpSolverDriver) is a Hadoop program driver that registers the DcpSolver's application (dcsolver.DcpSolverJob). The start command is "hadoop jar dcpSolver.jar", and it gets the name of the DcpSolver's application: dcp.

ALGORITHM_MRPEA_DCP

initialize(currentSequenceSet)
initialize(mutationRate)
initialize(reductionFactor)

for (i ← 1; i ≤ numGenerations; step 1)
    population ← GenerateRandomPermutations(currentSequenceSet)
    def MRPGA_TCP_MAP(seqIndex, sequence) =
        context.write(random(0..reductionFactor−1), sequence)
    def MRPGA_TCP_REDUCE(subsetIndex, Iterable<sequence>)= {
        // run GATC on subset
        numMutations ← populationSize*mutationRate
        apply_Mutation_Operators(numMutations);
        calculate_Fitness(allNewIndividuals);
        remove_Worst_Indviduals (populationSize/2);
        complete_With_Copy_Individuals(populationSize/2)
        context.write(subsetIndex, best_element(individuals))
    }
    job← NewJob(MRPGA_TCP_MAP, MRPGA_TCP_REDUCE)
    job.configuration.setNumReduceTasks(reductionFactor)
    job.submit_and_wait
    currentSequenceSet = concatenate_reducers_parts(job)
endfor

return currentSequenceSet

END_ALGORITHM_MRPEA_DCP
4.6 Experimental results and statistical tests

Regarding the proposed algorithms for TCP there are offered many-sided experiments, which compare their efficiency in pairs. For example, in over 600 tested cases, with \( n \) between 5 and 30 and \( k \) between 20 and 40, only in 10 cases had OPT better results as GRNV.

Other experiment compares the algorithms GRNV and GRBT, \( 100 \leq n \leq 1100, \ 25 \leq k \leq 1025 \) and different compaction factors (13, 25, 38, 50, 62, 75, 88).

![Graph 1](image1.png)

**Fig. 4.1.** Case numbers GRBT<GRNV, GRBT=GRNV and GRBT>GRNV with \( 100 \leq n \leq 1100, \ 25 \leq k \leq 1025 \), compaction factor = 13, 25, 50, 62, 75 and 88 – 1000 runs for every compaction factor.

![Graph 2](image2.png)

**Fig. 4.2.** Evolution of the difference GRBT−GRNV among 2583×19 experiments with \( 100 \leq n \leq 1100, \ 25 \leq k \leq 1025 \), compaction factor = 5, 10, 15... 95.

The previous 49077 experiments were globally statistic evaluated: difference (GRBT−GRNV) mean is −0.79, execution time (time\_GRBT−time\_GRNV) mean is −0.52. These results confirm the efficiency of the GRBT from both points of view, quality of results and execution time.
**Fig. 4.3.** Left: the distribution on intervals of difference GRBT−GRNV among 49077 experiments with 100 ≤ n ≤ 1100, 25 ≤ k ≤ 1025, compaction factor = 5, 10, 15... 95. Right: Distribution of the time difference among the 9915 tests for that GRBT<GRNV and the execution time GRBT is smaller as the GRNV one, the reference are all tests where GRBT is better as GRNV.

**Fig. 4.4.** Medians and student-t statistical tests confirming the superiority of the method MRPEA for TCP against GRBT and GRNV with a probability of 0.95. Left: 50 runs, cf=20, n=1000, k=2000. Right: 150 runs, cf=40, n=100, k=200.

**Fig. 4.5.** Experimental results for sequence sets with n = 100 to 1000, step 100, k = 50 to 550, step 100, pf=3, (a) cr= 30, (b) cr= 40, (c) cr= 50, (d) cr= 60. Green (GRBT−MRPEA), red (GRNV−MRPEA).
4.7 Conclusions and future work

After a formal description of TCP, it is presented an optimal solution based on the backtracking method. Its complexity is exponential. Therefore it can be used only on very small data sets. Additionally, there are presented two greedy methods and an evolutionary one, applied on representative data sets. The experiments show the very good quality of results provided by the proposed methods, but also the differences (quality, execution time) between them related to different parameters for the input data and the compaction factor. The term of compaction factor is introduced here and proves to be a primal element in designing and choosing the algorithm for a specific data set. In this chapter there are proposed also original algorithms for solving the test compaction problem (TCP). This important problem is NP-hard. It refers to the testing activity for the integrated circuits as plays a base role in designing them. The proposed algorithms are two greedy ones, Greedy Naive Algorithm (GRNV_TCP) and Greedy Binary Tree Algorithm (GRBT_TCP) [Log08a, Log08e], an efficient evolutionary one Genetic Algorithm Test Compaction (GA_TCP) [Log08b, Log09c] and a distributed evolutionary algorithm using the MapReduce technology, MapReduce Parallel Evolutionary Algorithm (MRPEA_TCP) [Log10b]. As well, it is offered a research open source project available at:

http://dcmpsolver.sourceforge.net/

It comprises the implementations of the presented algorithms and data sets for testing; it can be used for research purposes. The experiments show the data structure of binary tree is more efficient for the greedy algorithm and a smaller than 50% compaction rate. The behavior of the proposed approaches variates right with different parameters: number of tests, test length, compaction rate. The quality of the provided results by the greedy algorithms could be improved by adapting the data structure to the different parameters. Improvements could be done also by the implementation methods. Other direction could be the classification of the sequences with more Don’t Cares on the same positions (or other criteria) and the division of the input data in independent sets, which are solved with different algorithms, then the combination step between these results. The presented algorithms could be refined by adding some sophisticated techniques, like using Tabu-lists or improving the search tree with an A* algorithm. Finding an efficient lower bound algorithm can enriched the future research in the field. The transformation of a problem instance in another known problem instance, for example SAT, and solving it with a specific solver could bring another useful insights.
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